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Abstract

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic had clear impacts on mental health. Social media presents an opportunity for assessing mental health at the population level.

Objectives
1) Identify and describe language used on social media that is associated with discourse about depression. 2) Describe the associations between identified language and COVID-19 incidence over time across several geographies.

Methods
We create a word embedding based on the posts in Reddit’s /r/Depression and use this word embedding to train representations of active authors. We contrast these authors against a control group and extract keywords that capture differences between the two groups. We filter these keywords for face validity and to match character limits of an information retrieval system, Elasticsearch. We retrieve all geo-tagged posts on Twitter from April 2019 to June 2021 from Seattle, Sydney, Mumbai, and Toronto. The tweets are scored with BM25 using the keywords. We call this score rDD. We compare changes in average score over time with case counts from the pandemic’s beginning through June 2021.

Results
We observe a pattern in rDD across all cities analyzed: There is an increase in rDD near the start of the pandemic which levels off over time. However, in Mumbai we also see an increase aligned with a second wave of cases.

Conclusions
Our results are concordant with other studies which indicate that the impact of the pandemic on mental health was highest initially and was followed by recovery, largely unchanged by subsequent waves. However, in the Mumbai data we observed a substantial rise in rDD with a large second wave. Our results indicate possible un-captured heterogeneity across geographies, and point to a need for a better understanding of this differential impact on mental health.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on population mental health. For example, a meta-analysis of community-based studies conducted during the early stages of the pandemic indicates there was an increase in the prevalence of depression in various countries from January 2020 to May 2020 [1]. The reasons for this increase are complex; COVID-19 changed day-to-day life significantly for many people, and the individual burden of public health restrictions is variable. For example, highly individual factors such as living situation, income, and pre-existing mental health conditions all interact with pandemic-unique stressors to constitute mental health burdens [2]. A study by Daly & Robinson found that psychological distress levels began to decrease following a peak that occurred near the start of the pandemic, and were generally in decline by July 2020 [3]. As public health efforts continue, being able to describe and understand the population mental health burden imposed by the pandemic is an important part of generating an effective response.

Social media can provide a useful source of freely available data for population health monitoring as an adjunct to survey-based methodology. Advantages include its timeliness, lack of recall bias (though other biases may be present), and the fact that it can be retrospectively assessed for its relationships to different events [4]. Furthermore, social media data permit rapid analysis across a variety of geographic areas that may be challenging for survey-based approaches. Such data have been used to inform a variety of public health domains, including mental health and mental illness, disease surveillance, rapid knowledge dissemination, quantifying community supports, and characterizing misinformation in health communication [5–9]. Using sentiment analysis (a natural language processing technique), social media data have also been used with large social media datasets to quantify population mental health during the pandemic [10].

However, sentiment analysis can give an incomplete picture of population mental health for three main reasons. First, sentiment and mental health are different constructs. Many sentiments expressed on social media have nothing to do with the author’s mental health, and sentiment analysis techniques are not designed to distinguish between negative sentiment associated with poor mental health and negative sentiment not associated with mental health status [11]. Second, even if poor mental health is evidenced by negative sentiment, many sentiment analysis methods are based on fixed vocabularies and rule-based annotations that are subject to degrading applicability as language evolves over time [12]. This can be problematic, as language used to indicate poor mental health can vary widely from individual to individual and across cultures [13]. Due to nuances in online discourse about mental health, techniques that rely on closed-vocabulary approaches with fixed keyword sets may miss mental health indicators, particularly ones expressed using slang or memetics. Third, language on social media associated with poorer mental health at the population level may not express negative sentiment at all—for example, an increase in positive or supportive posts from “helpers” may be a response to a perceived increase in poor mental health at the population level. Sentiment analysis techniques are not currently designed to detect language that is associated with poor mental health at the population level.

Aims

Our overall aim is to present a framework for describing population mental health using social media data that uses a transparent, open-vocabulary approach based on discourse in online communities. To illustrate its use, we present a case study that describes keywords associated with online discussion about depression as well as its rise and fall in different geographic regions over the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. The aims of our case study are as follows: (I) identify and describe language used on social media that is associated with discourse about depression, and (II) describe the associations between the identified language and COVID-19 incidence over time across several geographies.

Methods

Our framework follows three basic steps. First, we identify a set of authors (social media users) online whose discourse we want to characterize, and another “control” set of authors who do not participate in that discourse. Second, we use a combination of representation learning and supervised learning to identify the keywords that are most strongly associated with the discourse of interest. Representation learning is the creation of numerical approximations of symbols, concepts, phenomena, or structures; supervised learning refers to algorithms which learn from labelled data [16]. Third, we curate and use the resulting keywords to quantify the amount of discourse of interest we see in other settings, potentially where directly identifying users who participate in the discourse would be impossible. This quantification can include investigating geographic differences, time trends, and associations with other phenomena such as prominent events in the world. In the following, we detail the methods used to apply our framework to social media discourse about depression. We use Reddit to characterize discourse about depression, and we use Twitter to investigate changes in discourse over time across different geographic regions. We compare the changes in social media discourse we identify as being related to depression with COVID-19 incidence.

Datasets and data providers

Following our framework, the first step is to identify authors who participate in our discourse of interest and authors who do not. To do this, we used Reddit, one of the largest anonymous social media sites in the world [17]. Reddit is composed of sub-communities that discuss different topics; these are called “subreddits.” Subreddit names are prefixed with “/r/”; examples include /r/Depression and /r/PublicHealth. Conversations within subreddits are composed of “posts,” which initiate new specific topics of conversation, and “comments,” which are made in reply to a post. We use participation (or lack thereof) in the /r/Depression subreddit
through posting and commenting to identify authors who participate in online discourse about depression, and authors who do not.

For the second step of analyzing the discourse and producing keywords, we retrieved data from the social media data repository PushShift, which archives and makes available all historical data from Reddit, including comments and submissions with information about when each was posted, which subreddit it was posted to, and the username associated with the author [18]. Using PushShift, we retrieved every post and comment made in /r/Depression between November and December 2019. From this, we extracted 81,118 authors with 3,718,640 posts that were active in the subreddit over that time period. For each of these authors, we extracted their complete posting history on Reddit for the time period. To build a contrasting set of authors who do not participate in discourse about depression, we collected data from non-related subreddits by retrieving the posts of authors who posted in /r/aww, /r/CasualConversation, /r/TotallyNotRobots and /r/AskReddit, excluding any authors who also participated in /r/Depression. These posts are aggregated by author and restricted to these four subreddits. This control set had a total of 143,737 authors with 4,829,822 posts.

For the third step of the framework, we used data from the Twitter microblogging site [19]. Geotagged data were retrieved from the full-archive endpoint of the official Twitter API, which our team was granted access to through Twitter’s research program. We retrieved all non-reply, non-retweet posts from January 2020 to April 2021 from the following regions: a 25-mile radius about Mumbai, India; Sydney, Australia; and Seattle, USA; and a 10-mile radius about Toronto, Canada. These locations were chosen because they have many English-language tweets, they experienced different timings and intensities of COVID-19 waves, and there were different public health measures implemented at different times. The choice of using 25-mile radii was due to collection limits imposed by Twitter’s API, while a smaller 10-mile radius was selected for Toronto due to the extreme density of tweets in the area. We retrieved confirmed COVID-19 case count information from the COVID-19 Data Repository, a resource from the CSSE at Johns Hopkins University [20, 21] for Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai (respectively, King County data, New South Wales data, and Maharashtra data). Toronto data were retrieved from the Toronto Public Health Unit [22].

**Data pre-processing**

Reddit data were cleaned of all special characters, emoticons, and numbers. To cut down on the number of automated accounts (bots) included in the Reddit data set, authors who wrote more than 1500 posts over the two-month period were removed. We also discarded any authors with fewer than 50 words, as well as any with fewer than 10 unique posts; this limit is based around the ability of the algorithm to calculate approximations for these representations, with any less textual information causing problems computing the representation. Further, any accounts with names that contained the suffix “-bot” were removed. Twitter data were filtered for bots by removing any accounts which had made more than 23 tweets over a one-day period (to remove hourly bots) or over 100 geotagged posts overall (to limit individual posters’ influence on data trends). Further, the tweets were filtered to only contain English tweets that were geotagged to be within each area of interest.

**Vocabulary extraction methodology**

To identify keywords associated with /r/Depression discourse (rDD) using the data retrieved during our first step above, we follow the Archetype Based Modelling and Search (ABMS) approach of Davis et al. [23], which we briefly describe here. The approach consists of four main steps.

1. Learn a word representation using the discourse of interest (here, discourse on the topic of depression)
2. Learn author or document representations for the archetypal class (e.g., documents written by authors who participate in discourse about depression) and for a control class
3. Separate the two classes of authors using supervised learning
4. Extract words which are most strongly related to the archetypal class

First, we construct a word embedding, which creates a vector representation for every word in the vocabulary used by the individuals engaging in discourse related to depression. The word embedding was trained using GloVe [24]. The dimensionality was set to 300, the learning rate to 0.1, the number of iterations to 100, and the convergence tolerance to 0.01. The full vocabulary size of 201,375 words is used to train the word embedding. GloVe was chosen for this study, as it has been shown to capture semantic relationships in the distances between word representations [25].

Second, we construct author representations for all authors, both affiliated with /r/Depression and contrasting, using as a foundation the word representations of the words they use. We follow the usr2vec protocol [26] to do so. Author representations maintain the same dimensionality as the word representations, a fact which is important for subsequent processing. Out-of-vocabulary words (that is, any words that occur that are not in the original corpus from which rDD are extracted), are not used in the construction of author representations; if too many words used by an author were out of vocabulary, that author was discarded from the training set. The amount of computation needed to train this stage is approximately 39 CPU-years; however, individual representations of authors can be trained in parallel. Training was distributed over multiple nodes on Compute Canada.

Third, using the resulting author representations as feature vectors, a support vector machine (SVM) was trained to separate cases from controls using the ThunderSVM package for GPU acceleration [27]. To evaluate the effectiveness of the SVM at separating contrasting the authors active in /r/Depression from others, we made an 80/20 train/test split. The SVM achieved an 81.6% accuracy on the test set, demonstrating that the SVM was able to reliably distinguish between our two groups of authors. We then re-trained the SVM on all of the data before proceeding to the next step.

Fourth, we identified the vocabulary that was most strongly associated with being the /r/Depression authors. To do this,
we first pruned the original vocabulary of 201,375 words by removing those that occurred fewer than 750 times in the corpus. This removed many unusual and infrequent words as well as most of the words with strange characters or artifacts. Within this subset, we used the decision direction vector from the SVM, which is orthogonal to the separating hyperplane, to identify the words in the vocabulary most strongly associated with rDD. To do this, we computed the dot product similarity between each word representation and the decision direction vector and sorted the words from positively (maximum 1.0) to negatively (minimum −1.0) associated with rDD. The resulting top 1000 words were extracted based on their computed association and then refined down to a list of 400 words by manual review; this process and its rationale are described below. Words which were deemed to be too common or uninformative out of context were removed.

Information retrieval scoring & case count comparison

With the keywords from the modeling stage extracted, the next step was to index the documents of interest.

For Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai, we retrieved all Twitter posts from April 2019 to June 2021 with a geotagged location within a certain radius of the city center (as according to Twitter’s API). These cities were selected for their relative location within a certain radius of the city center (as according to Twitter’s API). These cities were selected for their relative isolation from one another, different COVID-19 case trends, and availability of geotagged tweets. The date range was chosen to provide context of a year of Twitter activity prior to the general presence of COVID-19.

These tweets were then indexed using Elasticsearch, a search engine that uses the BM25 scoring metric to match documents with keyword queries [28]. The BM25 score is used in information retrieval to assess how relevant a document is to a query; documents with more keywords in common with a query have a higher BM25 score, and documents with no keywords in common have a score of zero [29]. To retrieve documents, Elasticsearch uses the query to compute the BM25 score for each document in the corpus and then returns the highest-scoring documents. For our work, we retrieved the BM25 score for all documents (tweets) within a corpus (all tweets in a geographic region) and aggregated by week to evaluate how much the tweets for that week were aligned with the rDD score. Individual scores were assigned to every tweet in the set for each city. For a given city, each week’s score was the average of the scores of all posts occurring that week.

To investigate potential relationships between the rDD scores and COVID-19 case counts, data were retrieved for Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai. Using the number of confirmed cases, the change per day was calculated and summed per week. We calculated the Pearson correlation between the average weekly rDD scores and the change in number of cases for each week.

Results

rDD keywords

A list of the top 1000 words and the manually curated list of 400 are provided in Appendices A and B. These are the words that are most associated with the representations of users who participate in /r/Depression in our model as measured by dot product. Words throughout the range of the top 1000 had plausible connections to discussion about depression; for example, the first ten words appearing in the list were “care, exams, rocks, bottles, tear, controlled, methods, inch, violates, storm” and the last of the 1000 was “rehab.” In the 450–550 range, there are words such as “grandparents”, “deaths”, “unstable”, “flawed”, “psychologist”, “trash”, and “hopeless.” The diversity of words that occur in this range may reflect different aspects of the experience of depression. There are two issues with the list that led us to undertake some manual curation to reduce its length. First, for this analysis we elected to include only words that had at least some “face validity,” meaning that they had a plausible connection to discourse about depression; this led us to eliminate, for example, single characters like “i” and “F.” Second, because our Elasticsearch instance limited the maximum number of characters in a given query, we were restricted to using just over 400 words (which hit the character limit); in response to this, we filtered our list down to approximately match the maximum number of words we could use. We note that others following our framework could filter the list themselves to match their particular needs, and could manually add additional words based on their expertise if they felt any were missing.

Changes in rDD over time

Using Elasticsearch, we scored all tweets from our Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai Twitter datasets by running a query using the 400 manually curated keywords we identified as being associated with a higher rDD score. The rDD trends over time from April 2019 to June 2021 for Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai can be seen in Figure 1. In all cases, there is an increase of rDD language that occurs at the start of the pandemic in March 2020, and then gradually returns to levels at or below what is observed before the pandemic. A notable exception occurred in the case of Mumbai, where the rDD score increased at the same time as a very large second wave of COVID-19 across India.

Associations between rDD and COVID-19 case counts

In Figure 2, the scatterplots show weekly COVID-19 case counts (horizontal axis) and weekly rDD scores (vertical axis) over time (point shading) for Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai, respectively. When considering January 2020 to June 2021, significant ($p < 0.05$) correlations were found between the rDD scores in Toronto and Seattle, where rDD was very high during the announcement of the pandemic in March 2020, and cases did not increase until later (Table 1). However, a positive linear trend was observed among the points representing the April-through-June 2021 wave in Mumbai (darker coloured points.) We present the COVID-19 case counts and weekly rDD scores together over time from April 2019 to June 2021 in Figure 3 for Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai, respectively. The scale of each axis for the cities is based on the highest amount of daily change for the time period considered, which varies considerably between cities. Mumbai’s graph is
Discussion

The emerging narrative in the research literature on mental health during the pandemic is that there was an increase in poor mental health in early 2020 when little was known about what pandemic life would be like, and that this tapered off after it became clear what the government and society’s response would be, and what day-to-day life would look like in the coming months [14]. The largest population-wide peak of rDD score occurred during the early days of the pandemic around March 2020, which lends credibility to rDD score being a measure of population mental health. Furthermore, we find that, in Toronto, our results are consistent with the Shields report, which found that population-wide mental health began to return to normal around July 2020 [15]. In addition, our results are consistent with the conclusions of The Lancet’s COVID-19 Commission Mental Health Task Force, which summarizes the findings of several high-quality studies [14]. The report in The Lancet found that overall anxiety, depression, and distress increased in the early months of the pandemic, starting around March 2020. Meanwhile, suicide rates, life satisfaction, and loneliness remained largely stable throughout the first year of the pandemic.

The exception to this pattern was observed in Mumbai’s second wave. This large wave, which occurred in mid-2021, was associated with significant worldwide media coverage of the severe strain on the healthcare system in India, which was exacerbated by shortages of key supplies like oxygen [30]. This period was also associated with a substantial increase in rDD keywords. This may be a situation that calls into question the hypothesis that mental health was negatively impacted primarily at the beginning of the pandemic. A targeted survey could be used to assess whether this is the case.

Unexpectedly, in all cities in our dataset (though less prominent in Seattle), we observed a dip in the rDD score around September 2021. Initially, we hypothesized that the dip could be the result of faulty data collection or some other problem with data integrity. However, we performed an in-depth investigation of the data collected around this time period, including manual examination of selected tweets, and did not find evidence to support this theory. Seasonal effects were considered, but they seemed unlikely to persist across the geographies involved in Toronto, Seattle, Sydney, and Mumbai. Some of the factors we speculate may have contributed to this period include loosening of pandemic restrictions across the globe, a coincidental occurrence of the start of the school year, holidays or celebrations, and potential changes in social media moderation and accounts in close proximity to the 2020 US elections.

Related work and comparisons

One of the challenges in using social media data for research is finding “labelled data.” For example, identifying distinct in that the change in daily cases is considerably larger than the other cities.
content that is associated with specific characteristics like depression is notoriously difficult [31]. Whereas in our work we directly sought out users who discuss depression through their participation in /r/Depression, related work has relied on manually labelled data or explicitly constructed rules that are described as identifying individual users who “have depression.” There have been a number of other models intended to detect depression on social media; these range from using other methods intended for sentiment analysis, to using specialized deep learning architectures which attempt to estimate living environments, and which may not transfer well outside of their training data [32]. There have been other studies which use machine learning approaches to study language associated with depression, such as one using pre-trained transformer models in conjunction with a smaller set of individual users who have been manually labelled as having depression based on pre-specified non-clinical criteria [33]. This study found that sentiment analysis did not reliably capture indicators of depression that their transformer-based models could find.

As noted previously, sentiment analysis techniques have been used to assess population-level sentiment, which is sometimes used as a surrogate for a measure of mental health. We compared our approach to the scoring produced by a common sentiment analysis tool, VADER [34]. Line plots for the April 2019 to June 2021 time period are given in Appendix C. We observe that overall, rDD and VADER scores track (inversely because lower VADER scores indicate more negative sentiment) over the time period we investigated. However, VADER scores do not change between May 2021 and June

Table 1: Pearson correlation over various time periods between weekly case counts and average weekly rDD scores. Bold values are significant, with p-values ≤ 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>–0.581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>–0.002</td>
<td>–0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>–0.098</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>–0.086</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>–0.157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3: Region case counts (centered 7-day window mean daily change) in orange and rDD scores (centered 7-day window mean) in blue for the Twitter posts

2021. We briefly contrast rDD and VADER by interpreting them as a measure of population depression related mental health.

The VADER score for Toronto from May to June 2021 indicates that the sentiment is the lowest, i.e., negative sentiment is the highest, that it has ever been during the entire pandemic; we see a decrease from the original score of 0.275 in February 2020 to a score of 0.150 by June 2021; this is a worsening of 45%. The rDD score changes from 3.0% to 2.7% in the period of February 2020 to June 2021, which is a 10% improvement since the start. This reduction in rDD score is more consistent with the results from Aknin et al., who found that after the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic, many measures of mental health burden returned to normal amounts, and in some cases improved when individuals were able to engage in other activities such as gardening [14].

For Toronto, Shields et al., the rate of depression increased from 7% to 16% [15] by September 2020. From February 2020 to September 2020, there was a change in the rDD score of 3.0 to 3.3. Following this period, we do see a decrease in rDD score which persists through June 2021. In contrast, VADER has a change from 0.3 to 0.2, suggesting a 33% increase in negative sentiment, to an eventual 50% increase in negative sentiment by June 2021. Based on the studies identified, rDD seems to be matching the magnitude of change observed from surveys and clinical reports more closely than VADER is.

Lastly, we contrast rDD with a population-based study of acute mental health service use by Saunders et al. in Ontario, Canada [35]. Administrative data were examined for the trends in hospitalizations and emergency department visits due to mental health diagnoses and substance use disorders, and emergency department visits for intentional self-injury from 1 January 2019 to 31 March 2021. Significant inflection points were found after the pandemic began in March 2020, with a decrease in overall emergency department visits and hospitalizations for mental health and substance use disorders. Visits for self-intentional injury also dropped by 33% in April 2020 compared to April 2019 and returned close to pre-pandemic levels by August 2020. From these trends, Saunders et al. conclude that increased stressors of the pandemic did not equate to increased service use for acute care in the 12 months following the pandemic; however, they note that this does not mean there was no mental health impact, reasoning that this could be due to changes in admission thresholds, system capacity, reduction in lethality of cases, or shifts to ambulatory care or outpatient care which was not captured.
in the analysis. Furthermore, they note that people could have avoided hospitals and emergency rooms due to fear, and could have availed themselves of newly available virtual care options. The results by Saunders et al. contrast trends in rDD, as rDD scores peaked at the start of the pandemic rather than dropped. This may be because of the reasons noted by Saunders et al. which emphasize that experiences of poor mental health need not be associated with health services use. Furthermore, the relationship between poor mental health and service use is likely highly context-dependent; the reduction in service use noted by Saunders et al. did not match trends in other jurisdictions [36–38]. Thus, rDD and social media generally represent a different, complementary view of population mental health than measures of mental health care utilization.

Limitations

The ability of our approach to detect discourse about depression as it appears on social media is limited by the way it can be expressed through word frequency: presentations outside of word frequency cannot be captured by a keyword model, as only the terms in the query are used. There are many possible explanations as to which words and frequencies capture this. For example, one of the words in the model is “grandparents”. In the context of authors describing depression, this could be involving medical problems with their grandparents. This transfers to the context of Twitter, where individuals concerned about the well-being of their grandparents or elderly in general who are more susceptible to COVID might vent. Words such as these, which can have complex significance, seem to be responsive to events that are causing widespread increases in discourse about depression. Extracting these words and using them as part of public health surveillance of social media helps with estimating trends at a population scale, even if the words on their own may not form a comprehensive monitor.

Assessing the representativeness of social media users is challenging. For general social media use, reports from Australia, Canada and the USA detail a trend across both Twitter and Reddit that social media users tend to be younger, and in Reddit’s case a higher proportion of active users identify as men [39–41]. Furthermore, Twitter users who use geotagging, whose posts we exclusively used in our experiment, are demonstrably different from those who do not, with some evidence for a slightly older and more female population than on Twitter overall [42, 43]. We did not find demographics by age for India. The specific demographics of individuals that are active in /r/Depression are unknown, so we cannot directly assess any differences for that specific subreddit. The language extracted as a result will be representative of the entire social media user population, but this population has some differences to the general population of each country. This transfers to the context of Twitter, where individuals concerned about the well-being of their grandparents or elderly in general who are more susceptible to COVID might vent. Words such as these, which can have complex significance, seem to be responsive to events that are causing widespread increases in discourse about depression. Extracting these words and using them as part of public health surveillance of social media helps with estimating trends at a population scale, even if the words on their own may not form a comprehensive monitor.

Assessing the representativeness of social media users is challenging. For general social media use, reports from Australia, Canada and the USA detail a trend across both Twitter and Reddit that social media users tend to be younger, and in Reddit’s case a higher proportion of active users identify as men [39–41]. Furthermore, Twitter users who use geotagging, whose posts we exclusively used in our experiment, are demonstrably different from those who do not, with some evidence for a slightly older and more female population than on Twitter overall [42, 43]. We did not find demographics by age for India. The specific demographics of individuals that are active in /r/Depression are unknown, so we cannot directly assess any differences for that specific subreddit. The language extracted as a result will be representative of the entire social media user population, but this population has some differences to the general population of each country. This transfers to the context of Twitter, where individuals concerned about the well-being of their grandparents or elderly in general who are more susceptible to COVID might vent. Words such as these, which can have complex significance, seem to be responsive to events that are causing widespread increases in discourse about depression. Extracting these words and using them as part of public health surveillance of social media helps with estimating trends at a population scale, even if the words on their own may not form a comprehensive monitor.

Assessing the representativeness of social media users is challenging. For general social media use, reports from Australia, Canada and the USA detail a trend across both Twitter and Reddit that social media users tend to be younger, and in Reddit’s case a higher proportion of active users identify as men [39–41]. Furthermore, Twitter users who use geotagging, whose posts we exclusively used in our experiment, are demonstrably different from those who do not, with some evidence for a slightly older and more female population than on Twitter overall [42, 43]. We did not find demographics by age for India. The specific demographics of individuals that are active in /r/Depression are unknown, so we cannot directly assess any differences for that specific subreddit. The language extracted as a result will be representative of the entire social media user population, but this population has some differences to the general population of each country. This transfers to the context of Twitter, where individuals concerned about the well-being of their grandparents or elderly in general who are more susceptible to COVID might vent. Words such as these, which can have complex significance, seem to be responsive to events that are causing widespread increases in discourse about depression. Extracting these words and using them as part of public health surveillance of social media helps with estimating trends at a population scale, even if the words on their own may not form a comprehensive monitor.

Assessing the representativeness of social media users is challenging. For general social media use, reports from Australia, Canada and the USA detail a trend across both Twitter and Reddit that social media users tend to be younger, and in Reddit’s case a higher proportion of active users identify as men [39–41]. Furthermore, Twitter users who use geotagging, whose posts we exclusively used in our experiment, are demonstrably different from those who do not, with some evidence for a slightly older and more female population than on Twitter overall [42, 43]. We did not find demographics by age for India. The specific demographics of individuals that are active in /r/Depression are unknown, so we cannot directly assess any differences for that specific subreddit. The language extracted as a result will be representative of the entire social media user population, but this population has some differences to the general population of each country. This transfers to the context of Twitter, where individuals concerned about the well-being of their grandparents or elderly in general who are more susceptible to COVID might vent. Words such as these, which can have complex significance, seem to be responsive to events that are causing widespread increases in discourse about depression. Extracting these words and using them as part of public health surveillance of social media helps with estimating trends at a population scale, even if the words on their own may not form a comprehensive monitor.

Conclusion

We have presented a framework and case study that examines language on social media that is associated with discourse about depression. Rather than relying on manual categorisation of content and users, our approach leverages publicly available social media data from a community that discusses depression. From this, we generate both a set of keywords associated with depression discourse and a score that indicates how prevalent this discourse is over time. Examining the score over the COVID-19 pandemic reveals trends that are concordant with established research on the rate of depression being highest at the beginning of the pandemic and decreasing over time; however, our analyses also indicate that in Mumbai there was a significant increase in rDD which may be associated with a second wave. This finding identifies a potentially important area for future investigation by population health and global health researchers to better understand whether experience of depression induced by the pandemic was different in this region.

There are many avenues for future work based on new applications and extensions of the framework we have presented. For this analysis, we chose to manually curate the list of keywords down to a more manageable size based on face validity. However, our approach could be used to discover new relationships between social media-specific language and discourse about depression; for example, the single character ‘F’ has a memetic meaning often related to someone else
posting ‘Fs in the chat’ to incite public sympathy for an event. Posts containing only the character ‘F’ will follow in reply to indicate sympathy. Future work could include an online ethnographic approach that uses knowledge of Internet subculture to identify new ways that users express themselves when discussing depression or other topics of public health interest. A related avenue would be to develop interactive visualizations to help users understand whether specific subsets of words are “driving” the rDD score, and whether those change over time.

While we focus on population-level analyses, similar approaches may be used to capture individual journeys of depression on social media; however, this requires particular attention to privacy considerations and is complicated by the possibility of intervention on a personal scale. As an intermediate approach between the individual and the population levels, individual trajectories of rDD could be clustered to identify heterogeneous groups of individuals whose experiences over time are similar.

Expanding our methodology to use social media data to better understand the way language is used and to better characterize different experiences of mental health over time will be an important piece of understanding the long-term pandemic-related impacts on mental health.
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Appendices

Appendix A Unfiltered search list

(Please note that this list may contain words some readers may find offensive.)

some, cause, Good, affects, hunt, care, exams, tf, sits, websites, Hi, path, UH, every, daughters, rocks, broad, generations, Depends, F, tracks, albums, cents, bottles, sisters, songs, shine, edits, closely, Some, tear, savings, headed, channel, lord, channels, controlled, methods, inch, violates, Last, profanitycounter, nippers, investigation, storm, teammates, self, warrior, dwight3469, pregnancy, attempts, course, favorites, shit, rain, amazed, rule, shit, decrease, wounds, of, rough, suited, ghost, system, yourself, destiny, addiction, paths, shits, scars, courses, I, ratelimited, Warren, tricks, arrest, envy, behaviors, sites, hill, transition, listening, wind, account, rainbow, backs, hearts, semester, suicidebombereyelash, quitting, sentences, cousins, One, First, phones, dip, favourite, losses, investing, bless, programs, sale, youtube, bald, tests, fortnite, work, scrolling, unaware, assure, falling, bond, recovering, billions, nl, fund, patches, giant, versions, you, improving, or, projecting, minecraft, I, hunting, discussing, steps, taper, alarm, roads, planets, consumption, offense, No, confuse, spray, records, guard, I, episodes, riot, YouTube, liberals, crack, Okay, knee, dependent, click, staying, urban, bright, wages, fields, spanning, weeks, combo, boost, station, To, days, weeks, months, green, draining, articles, All, addicts, man, plays, rounds, deaf, abuse, ago, spam, wide, duty, depend, journey, paste, trail, well, elaborate, blind, supply, tube, drain, bull, be, events, nuclear, unfortunate, habits, suits, nhl, I, treats, poll, interacting, system, continuing, pops, roommates, dying, rap, hop, decades, it, wiki, i, parties, sigh, streak, financially, emotionally, tour, subs, eyes, subreddits, it, chances, cap, miracle, surrounded, profile, focusing, masculinity, wild, lease, recovery, overcome, lil, yrs, systems, decks, road, poor, heads, tears, smoke, cycle, increase, shoulders, guide, affecting, cs, adventure, opponents, photos, ancientnucleus, bleed, blowing, batman, angel, becoming. Usually, shield, instances, pattern, viewing, distant, podcast, independent, long, days, politically, tripping, tall, red, largest, see, ads, adopt, cameras, survivors, Black, debt, fell, grace, officers, collect, twitter, businesses, Could, alt, loneliness, theories, national, zeebuoy, projects, is, mixing, drops, cherry, recording, satisfaction, huge, right, big, sessions, saving, voice, pays, off, earned, quality, breaks, Oh, fits, elsewhere, too, abusing, tricky, however, lead, traumatic, friendships, When, nights, reminding, tower, campaign, bat, silence, daddy, brainwashed, asses, suck, strike, chapter, analysis, shows, apps, interviews, command, slip, agency, notice, slow, music, meals, hours, season, too, army, baking, grad, suffer, attack, scar, casually, FUCKING, protests, improve, town, enough, addict, december, dxm, films, dear, ear, song, purple, royal, goals, clip, 30s, desert, walks, nnWhat, dive, ruin, falls, nnl, factors, someday, unattractive, feel, doing, dare, same, shitting, typically, fall, unlimited, treatments, wipe, lover, reflect, break, whining, sorry, It, pink, studying, it, agent, guy, soon, you, games, pack, damned, spots, album, books, reminded, inches, Which, Same, tape, squeeze, list, relatives, moments, binge, cave, isolated, rock, fox, that, dating, this, cups, thing, sets, behaviour, myself, indicate, tanks, We, hunger, fulfilling, swim, am, heading, sir, prices, tolerance, fishing, neglect, illusion, pray, alert, classes, foster, jealous, trend, widely, increased, breakdown, canadian, inclined, grandparents, Just, isolate, scroll, adayinlife, pathetic, pull, deaths, incidents, connections, sitting, shed, neat, corporations, cake, God, ultra, shit, grain, statements, consuming, growth, 4k, man, lap, disagree, imaginary, plants, thanks, grass, cleared, playing, solar, twitch, More, You, farm, spends, flesh, art, collecting, proves, clips, saves, birthday, someone, creep, pc, pulling, wonders, blow, version, nails, aware, psychologist, flawed, well, unstable, relationships, humanity, gas, friend, area, cells, incapable, stars, destroying, mozza7, spirit, about, trash, dirty, vanilla, oldest, vary, hopeless, releasing, Please, fur, harmless, apples, dry, insert, sucking, buttons, That, devices, periods, friends, rooting, empire, accounts, memes, behavior, homes, raising, cheer, idiots, It, lungs, inevitably, takes, reviewed, buddies, lights, hours, buildings, Will, People, seed, dates, years, music, A, passive, Which, endless, pile, sun, philosophy, republicans, tender, grams, monster, typing, massive, politicians, legacy, lessons, conditions, following, now, hunter, exceptions, breakup, elections, collection, wing, david, itself, months, themselves, blew, rape, care, digging, driving, bubble, trap, Thanks, cry, unknown, clarification, simultaneously, advocate, off, research, yourself, glasses, bags, mountain, influence, fair, continue, lifestyle, years, rant, dried, agree, Sorry, downvotes, guests, audio, lol, loads, weigh, reposting, question, opening, decade, hall, privacy, a, surviving, too, Reddit, well, listen, walking, drinking, are, communities, Omg, stubborn, receive, bosses, precious, dreaming, work, sat, options, TV, nut, handling, That, buddy, This, sensitive, gt, exploring, John, next, round, strictly, surely, dark, loans, blocking, vehicles, salt, dc, last, victim, trucks, hm, safely, social, to, automatically, acting, fb, edge, dude, introvert, spending, depending, whom, one, Now, feed, breath, lips, understand, technology, want, sit, gods, ill, evil, deep, armed, trips, favorite, funds, fuel, neighbors, harsh, infinite, posting, upside, 2020, Ill, legends, karma, software, graphics, coverage, cares, crossing, delay, faq, pup, risk, abandon, snap, worthy, freak, thick, cow, negative, celebrating, Tell, tiny, interpretation, bleeding, corporate. As, creatures, passion, rehab, n, organization, pants, passes, dropped, relying, turns, speakers, runs, guitar, Wow, opposed, times, chunk, holy, not, to, shit, imagination, glitch, mommy, resources, forgetting, While, payment, classmates, environmental, lane, blocks, sleeping, Think, high, observation, controllers, units, attacks, threatening, services, hollywood, change, naive, platform, bedroom, status, away, haha, ears, Yes, puberty, spring, strings, trees, stays, ruins, are, things, precisely, apart, frequently, ones, raise, videos, Right, habit, fallout, mike, footage, directed, deciding, things, major, mechanisms, worthless, small, oral, socialism, xp, By, turning, deeply, planet, earn, jedi, nations, gear, crisis, wealth, review, hilarious, boi, too, deleting, sticking, watching, can, depression, reviews, him, contain, Nice, sexually, prone, vocal, network, year, luke, Ah, button, forest, instructions, soundtrack, wears, negatively, pm, lm, builds, del, choices, take, neighborhood, monsters, greatly, health, These, behavioral, cuts, its, Great, patch, Was, bitches, cats, work, With, shorts, separation, bro, led, factory, heavily, letting, flags, mind, drop, signal, housing, its, magnon, gti, well, games, chew, free, privilege, disability,
strangely, echo, inner, escape, rejection, lack, influenced, followers, professionals, brains, partners, economic, replacing, curve, dozens, Facebook, burns, damaging, one, man, shallow, candidates, Let, mana, them, serving, qualify, because, One, were, leaning, onion, century, will, streets, realm, orange, China, life, yr, lets, brief, yoga, resentment, happy, vaping, cutting, invisible, replacement, refund, catch, root, clients, crystal, Haha, chin, dads, route, Most, hood, O, thoughts, damage, developing, know, voting, know, friend, universe, proud, central, As, fade, tires, introduce, remote, till, watches, minds, writer, fire, Well, spouse, vision, play, off, frequent, employees, shopping, ahead, years, apparent, shoot, For, memory, leaves, of

Appendix B Manually refined query list

(Please note that this list may contain words some readers may find offensive.)

care, exams, rocks, bottles, tear, controlled, methods, inch, violates, storm, teammates, self, warrior, pregnancy, attempts, rain, amazed, rule, shit, decrease, wounds, rough, ghost, system, yourself, destiny, addiction, paths, shits, scars, courses, warren, tricks, arrest, envy, behaviors, sites, hill, transition, listening, wind, account, backs, hearts, semester, quitting, cousins, dip, favourite, losses, investing, bless, programs, youtube, bald, tests, fortnite, work, scrolling, unaware, assure, falling, bond, recovering, fund, improving, projecting, minecraft, hunting, steps, taper, alarm, consumption, offense, confuse, records, guard, episodes, riot, YouTube, liberals, crack, knee, dependent, 151, wages, spamming, draining, addicts, deaf, abuse, duty, depend, journey, supply, drain, bull, nuclear, unfortunate, habits, roommates, dying, parties, sigh, streak, financially, emotionally, chances, miracle, surrounded, profile, focusing, masculinity, recovery, overcome, road, poor, tears, smoke, cycle, guide, affecting, cs, opponents, bleed, blowing, angel, becoming. Usually, shield, instances, pattern, viewing, distant, independent, politically, tripping, survivors, Black, debt, fell, grace, officers, loneliness, drops, recording, satisfaction, saving, off, earned, quality, breaks, Oh, abusing, tricky, traumatic, friendships, nights, reminding, tower, bat, silence, daddy, brainwashed, asses, sucks, strike, chapter, analysis, shows, apps, interviews, command, slip, agency, notice, slow, meals, hours, season, too, army, baking, grad, suffer, attack, scar, casually, FUCKING, protests, improve, enough, addict, 30s, desert, dive, ruin, falls, factors, someday, unattractive, feel, doing, dare, same, shitting, fall, unlimited, treatments, wipe, lover, reflect, break, whining, sorry, studying, damned, relatives, binge, cave, isolated, rock, fox, dating, behaviour, myself, tanks, hunger, fulfilling, swim, tolerance, neglect, illusion, pray, alert, classes, foster, jealous, increased, breakdown, inclined, grandparents, isolate, scroll, pathetic, pull, deaths, incidents, connections, sitting, shed, neat, corporations, cake, God, ultra, shit, consuming, growth, 4k, disagree, imaginary, plants, twitch, spends, flesh, art, creep, pc, pulling, blow, version, nails, aware, psychologist, flawed, well, unstable, relationships, humanity, gas, friend, cells, incapable, stars, destroying, spirit, about, trash, dirty, oldest, vary, hopeless, releasing, harmless, sucking, periods, friends, rooting, memes, behavior, homes, idiots, lungs, inevitably, passive, endless, philosophy, republicans, tinder, grams, monster, massive, politicians, legacy, lessons, conditions, following, exceptions, breakup, elections, collection, wing, meses, blow, rape, care, digging, driving, bubble, trap, Thanks, cry, unknown, clarification, simultaneously, advocate, off, influence, fair, continue, lifestyle, rant, Sorry, downvotes, lol, loads, weigh, surviving, drinking, stubborn, receive, bosses, precious, dreaming, work, sat, options, TV, nut, dark, loans, blocking, salt, last, victim, safely, social, automatically, acting, edge, dude, introvert, spending, depending, sit, gods, evil, deep, armed, trips, favorite, funds, fuel, neighbors, harsh, infinite, karma, software, graphics, coverage, cares, crossing, delay, faq, risk, abandon, snap, worthy, freak, thick, cow, negative, celebrating, tiny, interpretation, bleeding, corporate, creatures, passion, rehab
Appendix C  VADER score graphs

Figure 4: rDD and VADER Scores for Toronto and Seattle
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Figure 4: rDD and VADER Scores for Sydney and Mumbai
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